Tweeting for Change Planning Guide

**Directions** Plan the live Twitter chat by completing the sections below. In “My Tweets,” create your individual responses to your class’ questions. Remember tweets are limited to 140 characters.

Twitter Chat Topic Name __________________________

Twitter Chat Hashtag __________________________

My Role __________________________

**INTRODUCTION** Welcome! Please introduce yourself and tell us where you are joining us from.

**QUESTIONS**

Q1 __________________________

Q2 __________________________

Q3 __________________________

Q4 __________________________

Q5 __________________________

**CLOSING** Thank you for joining us! We’ll be sure to share the archive of our discussion with you.

**MY TWEETS**

A1 #IDJA __________________________

A2 #IDJA __________________________

A3 #IDJA __________________________

A4 #IDJA __________________________

A5 #IDJA __________________________

Resources or websites you want to share __________________________